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Abstract: In this study, we give a thorough evaluation of the structural, magnetic, and magnetocaloric
properties in iron-rich PrFe11Ti intermetallic alloy with ThMn12-type structure using a combina-
tion of experimental and theoretical analysis. X-ray diffraction coupled with Rietveld refinement
was used to characterize the structure, which revealed a unique tetragonal crystal structure with
I4/mmm space group. The 8i site was identified as the preferred site for the Ti atom. This finding
was confirmed by various techniques, including XRD, DFT, and Mössbauer spectrometry. Magnetic
properties were studied through intrinsic magnetic measurements and magnetocaloric effect analysis.
Mössbauer spectroscopy was employed to probe the local magnetic environment and for further
characterization of the material’s magnetic properties. The experimental results were complemented
by theoretical calculations based on density functional theory (DFT). A promising magnetocaloric
effect is observed, with a significant maximum magnetic entropy (−∆Smax

M = 2.5 J·kg−1·K−1) and a
relative cooling power about 70 J·kg−1 under low magnetic field change µ0∆H = 1.5 T. Overall, our
results provide a deeper understanding of the structural and magnetic properties of the material
under study and demonstrate the effectiveness of the combined experimental and theoretical ap-
proach in the investigation of complex materials. The insights gained from this study could have
implications for the development of advanced magnetic materials with enhanced properties for
potential magnetic applications.

Keywords: magnetic materials; intermetallic compounds; Mössbauer; electronic structure; magnetocaloric
effect

1. Introduction

Iron-rich ternary compounds with a tetragonal ThMn12 structure have piqued the
curiosity of researchers looking for high-performance magnetic materials for a variety of
applications. Unlike the binary compounds RFe12 (where R denotes rare earth elements),
which prove to be unstable [1], it is necessary to incorporate a stabilizing element such as
a transition metal (Cr, V, Ti, V, Mo, W, Mn) [2,3] or Si and Al [4,5] to obtain the ThMn12
phase. However, this modification of the crystalline structure has significant effects on the
magnetic properties of these materials, leading to a dilution of the magnetization and a
reduction in the Curie temperatures. Notwithstanding these obstacles, this category of ma-
terials has been extensively studied and deemed as the most significant in recent times due
to its cost-effectiveness. It comprises only 7% of the rare earth, exhibits a remarkable mag-
netic moment, and exhibits significant magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which is crucial for
permanent magnet applications. Right now, most research is focused on using permanent
magnets and magnetic recording devices [6–8]. Recently, a new avenue has emerged in the
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form of magnetic refrigeration, which is an environmentally friendly technology that shows
great promise in achieving high energy conversion efficiency [9]. Central to its applications
is the magnetocaloric effect (MCE), where a change in the applied magnetic field (µ0∆H)
leads to a reversible temperature change. Scientists have identified cutting-edge magnetic
materials with high magnetic entropy and a large shift in magnetization at the magnetic
phase transition temperature. These materials also have a high relative cooling power
(RCP), which indicates their capacity to transport heat efficiently between hot and cold reser-
voirs throughout an optimal thermodynamic cycle [10]. Examples include Mn–As-based
materials [11], La–Fe–Si alloys [12], as well as Fe–Rh compounds [13] and R–MnO mangan-
ites [14–16]. Additionally, R2(Fe, X)17 (R = Pr, Sm, Er, Gd, Ce, Nd and X = Ni, Co, Cu, Mn,
Al, Si. . .) [17–22] compounds have undergone extensive study over the past two decades,
all with the overarching goal of improving both the magnitude and temperature range of
MCE. Materials with ThMn12-type structure such as Nd(Fe, Mo)12, which have a maximum
value of the change of magnetic entropy at µ0∆H = 5 T (−∆Smax

M =2.38 J·kg−1·K−1) [23],
R(Fe, X)12 (R = Nd, Sm and X = Ti, V) (−∆Smax

M = 1.6 J·kg−1·K−1 at µ0∆H = 1.5 T) [24],
Gd(Fe, Cr)12 (−∆Smax

M =1.82 J·kg−1·K−1, and RCP = 10.5 J·kg−1 at µ0∆H = 1.5 T) [25], and
Er(Fe, Mn)12 (−∆Smax

M = 1.92 J·kg−1·K−1 at µ0∆H = 5 T) [26], have already demonstrated
promising magnetocaloric properties, showcasing their potential for high-temperature
magnetic refrigeration applications. However, among these high-performing compounds,
PrFe11Ti stands out due to its exceptional magnetization and the absence of magnetic
hysteresis around the magnetic transition temperature, which represents the operating
temperature of magnetocaloric materials. Interestingly, despite its magnetic promise, there
has been a surprising lack of research exploring the magnetocaloric effects of PrFe11Ti, a
gap that our study aims to fill.

In this study, our main objective is to evaluate the magnetocaloric effect (MCE) in
PrFe12Ti. This study combines experimental approaches such as Mössbauer spectroscopy
and magnetization measurements with theoretical calculations based on density functional
theory. By employing this integrated approach, we aim to predict and elucidate the
material’s magnetic and electronic properties, as well as identify the preferential site of
titanium incorporation. This insight will significantly enhance our understanding of its
potential for magnetic applications.

2. Experimental Techniques

By arc melting in an inert argon environment, an alloy with nominal compositions
of PrFe11Ti was created with high-purity components of Pr 99.98%, Fe 99.99%, and Ti
99.99%. The sample was turned and remelted five times in order to ensure appropriate
homogeneity, with an excess of 12% Pr to compensate for any Pr losses owing to evaporation.
After melting, the ingot was covered in tantalum foil and sealed in a quartz tube under a
vacuum of 2× 10−6 bar before being annealed at 1150 ◦C for 1 week to achieve adequate
homogeneity. Following the heat treatment, the structure was automatically quenched with
water to freeze it at the annealing temperature. The PFT sample was finally hand-crushed
into fine powder, which was then sieved using a metal sieve to make the measurements.

The final compound’s quality and phase purity were verified at room temperature
using X-ray-diffraction patterns (XRD) performed on a Bruker D8 diffractometer with
Cu–Kα radiation λ = 1.5405. The XRD data of the sample were acquired at room tempera-
ture between 2θ = 10◦ and 2θ = 90◦ with a step width of 0.02 and counting times of 6 s
per point. The Rietveld method, which has been implemented in the FullProf program,
was used to refine the pattern [27,28]. Magnetic property measurements were assessed
at varying temperature regimes employing two magnetic measurement devices. Specifi-
cally, low-temperature measurements were conducted using a Quantum Design Physical
Properties Measurement System (PPMS), employing external applied magnetic fields (Ha)
spanning from 0 to 9 Tesla. High-temperature assessments were carried out utilizing a
DSM-8 MANICS differential magnetometer, with Ha values extending from 0 to 1.55 Tesla.
The Curie temperature (TC) was ascertained by analyzing the temperature dependency of
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magnetization curves, denoted as M(T), within the temperature range of 5 to 650 Kelvin,
while applying a magnetic field of µ0Ha = 0.13 T.

Additionally, measurements of the magnetic-field dependence of the magnetization
curves, M(H), have been realized. Between two successive isothermal M(H) curves,
there was a temperature step of 5 K close to TC and 10 K far from the magnetic ordering
temperature. The data were collected at each temperature with constant DC-applied
magnetic field steps of µ0H = 0.09 T in the magnetic field range between 0 and 1.55 T.

Mössbauer spectra were obtained using a Wissel constant-acceleration spectrometer
equipped with a 25 mCi Cobalt-57 source embedded in a rhodium (Rh) matrix, which
was calibrated at room temperature with α-Fe foil. For the preparation of Mössbauer
absorbers, powder samples of PrFe11Ti were used, yielding absorbers with a thickness of
10 mg/cm2. Isomeric displacements δ and quadrupole effects 2ε are estimated with an
error of ±0.01 mm/s. Hyperfine fields are estimated with an error of ±0.1 T. The collected
spectra underwent analysis through least-squares fitting, following the procedure outlined
in Refs. [29,30].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Crystal Structure

In compounds of the RT5 series, where R represents rare earth and T denotes transition
metal, possessing the CaCu5 type crystalline structure and hexagonal symmetry in the
P6/mmm space group, the R ions are located at the 1a site (0, 0, 0), while the T ions are
distributed across two distinct sites: 2c (1/3, 2/3, 0) and 3g (1/2, 0, 1/2) (refer to Figure 1).
This structure can also be described as a stack of layers of two types. Every second layer
is made up of R atoms in the center of the hexagons formed by the T atoms, while the
second layer consists only of hexagons formed by the T atoms. This structure can evolve
into non-stoichiometric structures.

Figure 1. The crystal structure of the hexagonal CaCu5 phase (on the left with black color) and the
tetragonal ThMn12 phase (on the right with red color). In the middle is the relationship between the
two structures.

According to the structural model proposed by Givord et al. (R1−sT2s+5) [31], which
suggests a narrowing of the hexagons formed by the metal atoms as a result of a disordered
substitution of s rare earth atoms by s pairs of metal atoms (T–T dumbbells): atomic
ordering in the 1/5 composition phase generates equilibrium phases of composition 2/17
(s = 0.33), 3/29 (s = 0.4), and 1/12 (s = 0.5). In the case of the 1/12 composition phase, the
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ordered substitution of 1/2 atom of R (s = 0.5) produces the alloy RT12 with a tetragonal
I4/mmm structure:

2(RT5)− R + 2(T, dumbbell) 7−→ RT12.

A representation of the tetragonal cell is given in Figure 1. The 24 T atoms in the
lattice are distributed over the three sites 8i (x, 0, 0), 8j (x, 0.5, 0), and 8 f (1/4, 1/4, 1/4)
while the rare earth atoms R occupy site 2a. One can see in the middle of Figure 1 that
the lattice parameters of the I4/mmm and P6/mmm (CaCu5) structures are related by
a(CaCu5) = c(ThMn12) and c(CaCu5) = 1/2 a(ThMn12). However, in the latter case, a
third element is required to stabilize the structure. It has previously been shown that for
R(Fe, T)12 (where R = Y, Nd, Sm, Pr, Ce and T = Zr, Cr, Mo, V, Ti) [2,3,32,33], substitution
atoms preferentially occupy site 8i rather than 8j and 8 f . In order to determine the most
suitable location for the Titanium atom, a systematic Rietveld refinement was carried
out. This involved adjusting the placement of Ti in the four different crystallographic
sites denoted as 8i, 8j, and 8 f using Wyckoff notation. The subsequent step involved
evaluating the corresponding reliability factor (RB) for each configuration. The results
obtained indicate that the 8i site displayed the lowest RB value, suggesting it may be the
most favorable position and therefore the preferred site for Ti.

Refined X-ray diffraction patterns at room temperature depicted in Figure 2 show
that the PFT 1:12 sample is well crystallized in a single phase without any detectable
foreign impurities (α-Fe) due to praseodymium excess added in order to compensate the
evaporation losses, and the peak reflections are well indexed into tetragonal symmetry
ThMn12-type structure with I4/mmm space group. The obtained unit cell parameters,
the atomic positions, RB, and χ2 factors from the best refinement of our compound are
presented in Table 1. The cell parameters and atomic positions obtained are in concordance
with those found for Pr(Fe, M)12 alloys (M = Mo, Ti, V) [30,34,35].
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Figure 2. Refined X-ray diffraction patterns of PFT compound at ambient temperature. The emergence
of superstructure reflection peaks denoted by hkl (202), (002), (202) are indicative of the ThMn12-type
structure I4/mmm.
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Table 1. Crystallographic parameters from Rietveld refinement of PrFe11Ti: a and c are unit cell
parameters, (x, y, z ) are the atomic position, and χ2, RB are agreement factors.

Sample PrFe11Ti

Space group I4/mmm
Cell parameters a = b (Å) 8.601(1)

c (Å) 4.789(1)
c/a 0.556

V (Å3) 354.308(1)

Atom site x y z Atomic number
Pr(2a) 0 0 0.344(1) 2

Fe/Ti(8i) 0.360(1) 0 0 6/2
Fe(8j) 0.274(1) 0.5 0 8
Fe(8 f ) 0.25 0.25 0.25 8

Agreement RB 6.17
factors RF 7.5

χ2 1.40

3.2. Intrinsic Magnetic Properties

In this section, we investigate the magnetization (M) of the PrFe11Ti combination as a
function of temperature (T). Because of its peculiar magnetic characteristics, understand-
ing the magnetic behavior of PrFe11Ti across a wide temperature range is critical. The
Curie temperature (TC) of PrFe11Ti, which indicates the transition from ferromagnetic to
paramagnetic behavior, is one of the primary goals of this research. We may establish
the critical temperature at which this transition happens by carefully monitoring M as T
changes, revealing insight into the underlying magnetic interactions in our compound.
Moreover, we will assess our results with those obtained from analogous compounds, pro-
viding crucial insights into the magnetic properties of PrFe11Ti. This comparative analysis
promises not only to enhance our comprehension of the material’s magnetic behavior but
also to contribute to the broader domain of magnetic materials research. By discerning how
PrFe11Ti stacks up against other compounds concerning TC and magnetic susceptibility, we
can gain deeper insights into the underlying mechanisms governing its distinct magnetic
attributes. This, in turn, may open avenues for the development of novel materials with
tailored magnetic functionalities. The temperature dependence of the magnetization data
M(T) obtained at a magnetic field of 0.13 T for the PFT bulk sample is shown in Figure 3.
The magnetization is remarkably stable as the temperature rises in the ferromagnetic state;
however, when the temperature reaches a particular value, we see a dramatic reduction in
the magnetization value, which is an indication of the transition from the ferromagnetic
to the paramagnetic state. The drop in magnetization value transpires over a moderately
extensive temperature span, approximately ∼30 K, signifying a transition of second-order.
The examination of the phase transition’s characteristics will be studied in more detail later
in subsequent sections. A transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic states (FM–PM)
takes place at TC = 543 K, as ascertained from the minimum of dM/dT (refer to the inset
of Figure 3).

Table 2 presents in this paper the Curie temperature values for PrFe11Ti alongside
other RFe11Ti compounds, facilitating a comparative analysis. A notable observation from
Table 2 is the significant impact of the type of rare earth atom on TC values, especially when
contrasting (Y, Pr, Nd)Fe11Ti with (Sm, Gd)Fe11Ti. Interestingly, despite the close atomic
radii of Sm, Pr, and Nd, which imply similar cell volumes and interatomic distances, there
is a substantial, ∼50 K, difference in TC between PrFe11Ti and SmFe11Ti, among others.
Another example of comparison is the atomic radius of Gd (180 pm), which is smaller
than the atomic radius of Pr and Nd (185 pm). If we consider only the magnetovolume
effect, one would expect a lower Curie temperature (TC) for (GdFe11Ti) compared to (Pr,
Nd)Fe11Ti. However, this is not the case. These findings strongly suggest that electronic
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effects play a pivotal role in determining Curie temperature, thus indicating the dominance
of electronic effects over the magnetovolume effect in these systems.
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Figure 3. Variation of the magnetization as a function of temperature at 0.13 T of the PFT alloy. The
inset is the plot of dM/dT versus T.

Table 2. TC of some RFe11Ti compounds.

Compound TC (K) Ref.

YFe11Ti 525 [36]
PrFe11Ti 547 [30]
PrFe11Ti 543 This work
NdFe11Ti 552 [24]
SmFe11Ti 589 [37]
GdFe11Ti 604 [25]

The magnetization of PrFe11Ti compound was measured at a temperature of 10 K,
and the findings are shown in Figure 4. The “law of approach to saturation” was used to
calculate the saturation magnetization value [38]:

M = MS ×
(

1− a
H2

)
with a =

8
105
×
(

K
MS

)2
(1)

where K is the anisotropy constant. We can further determine the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy constant K for our compound. The determined MS and K are about 22.72 µB
and 4.57 MJ/m3, respectively, at T = 10 K. Using K and saturation magnetization MS, we
can deduce the anisotropy field HA with the following equation:

HA =
2× K

MS
(2)

We found that µ0HA = 5.8 T. Furthermore, we derived iron magnetic moments per
formula unit (µFe) from measurements of low-temperature saturation magnetization. The
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specific value for PrFe11Ti is 2.06 µB/ f .u. In the next phase of our investigation, we will
subject this determination to a comparative analysis with findings derived from Mössbauer
spectra and DFT calculations.
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Figure 4. Magnetization M(H) vs. magnetic field of PrFe11Ti measured at T = 10 K. The red line
represents the fitted curve with the law of approach to saturation.

3.3. Mössbauer Spectrometry and DFT Calculations

In order to elucidate the ferromagnetic properties of PrFe11Ti compounds belonging
to the fascinating family of ThMn12 phases, we probed the Mössbauer spectra in detail. The
Mössbauer spectra of PFT in the ThMn12-type phase at a temperature of 10 K are presented
in Figure 5. Through scrutiny of this substance at both low temperature (T = 10 K) and
elevated temperature (T = K), we unearthed discernible spectral configurations, manifest-
ing as clearly defined sextuplets. These findings constitute robust proof of the material’s
ferromagnetic nature. The plot thickens when we delve into the source of this complexity,
attributed to the coexistence of three non-equivalent crystallographic sites and interactions
between iron atoms and Pr vacancies at site 8j.The collected spectra underwent a thorough
analysis through the least squares adjustment method, following the procedure outlined in
Refs. [29,30]. This strategy hinges on two pivotal prerequisites. Firstly, it entails allocating
hyperfine parameter assortments to distinct sextets, predicated on the interrelation between
the volumes of Wigner–Seitz cells (WSC) and the corresponding isomeric shift. Conse-
quently, a greater WSC volume leads to a more significant isomeric shift. Additionally, it
considers the potential substitution of Fe by Ti at the 8i/8j/8 f site within the ThMn12 struc-
ture. This analysis enables the calculation of the abundance distribution of the sextet across
the three distinct iron (8i/8j/8 f ) sub-sites, employing a multinomial distribution law.

Based on the crystallographic insights provided in Table 1, and factoring in the re-
spective atomic radii of Pr, Fe, and Ti (1.82, 1.26, and 1.47), we computed the Wigner–Seitz
cell (WSC) volumes, as outlined in Table 3. This computation was executed by employing
Dirichlet domains and coordination polyhedra unique to each distinct crystallographic
site. We notably discerned that site 8i holds the most substantial Wigner–Seitz cell volume,
signifying its favored position for hosting titanium atoms. This aligns with the larger atomic
radius of titanium when compared to iron. The refined average hyperfine parameters have
been collated and are presented in Table 3. The sequence of hyperfine fields, denoted as
HHF{8i} > HHF{8j} > HHF{8 f }, has been derived. Importantly, it is worth highlight-
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ing that the sequence of the refined average isomer shift corresponds to the sequence of
WSC volumes. This correspondence strongly validates our initial assumption (Rietveld
refinement). To deduce the average magnetic moment of iron 〈µFe〉 from the weighted
average hyperfine field 〈HHF〉 [39], a convenient conversion factor of 15.6 T/µB can be
utilized with reasonable approximation. For the PrFe11Ti compound at T = 10 K, we have
determined µ0〈HHF〉 = 28.5 T, corresponding to 〈µFe〉 = 1.82µB.
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Figure 5. Mössbauer spectrum of PFT at T = 10 K (left) and 300 K (right). The magenta dots and
the blue symbol represent the experimental data selected at 10 K and 300 K, respectively. The solid
blue line represents the fit, and the solid colored lines represent the nine sextets utilized in the
fitting process.

Table 3. Wigner–Seitz cell volume (WSCV) and Mössbauer hyperfine parameters for PrFe11Ti:
hyperfine field (HHF), isomer shift (δ), and quadrupole interaction (2ε). 〈HF〉 denotes the average of
the hyperfine parameters.

µ0HHF (T) δ (mm/s) 2ε (mm/s) WSCV (Å3)

T(K) 10 300 10 300 10 300 -
Fe{8i} 31.2 27.1 0.08 −0.08 0.13 0.09 13.1
Fe{8j} 28.7 23.8 0.01 −0.10 0.11 0.09 11.6
Fe{8 f } 26.3 21.8 −0.01 −0.12 0.06 0.04 10.6
Pr{2a} - - - - - - 23.3
〈HF〉 28.5 24.2 0.03 −0.09 0.10 0.08 -

We employed band structure calculations to calculate the total energy as well as to
describe the magnetic configuration of the PFT compound. We used the full potential
linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method [40] to solve the Kohn–Sham equa-
tions [41] within the framework of density functional theory (DFT). These calculations
were carried out using the WIEN2k code [42], and we utilized the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) with the full Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) correlation energy [43].
In our computations, we used the following steps:

• The cut-off parameter was established as RMT × Kmax =7, where Kmax denotes the
magnitude of the largest K vector.

• We implemented Gmax = 12 Ry1/2 for Fourier potential expansion.
• 1200 k-points in the Brillouin zone.
• The muffin-tin radii RMT were set at 2.50, 2.14, and 2.17 Bohr for Pr, Fe, and Ti atoms,

respectively.
• To distinguish between valence and core states, we adopted a cut-off energy of E = 7 Ry
• Convergence was deemed achieved when the total energy difference was less than

10−4 Ry and the charge was below 10−4 electron charges.

Our band structure calculations took into account a spin-polarized potential to ac-
commodate the ferromagnetic state of the PFT compound alongside the total density of
states (DOS). According to these calculations, we find typical metallic behavior in both the
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spin-up and spin-down components. This effect is clearly shown in Figure 6. The density
of state (DOS) structure exhibits a qualitative resemblance to the DOS of ferromagnetic
elemental iron in its body-centered cubic (bcc) structure [44].
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Figure 6. Total densities of states for PFT intermetallic compound.

The partial density of states analysis of the PrFe11Ti intermetallic compound, as shown
in Figure 7, highlights a significant impact from the iron sublattices on the density of states
near the Fermi level (EF). This influence can be chiefly attributed to the contribution of 3d
states originating from the iron atoms. Furthermore, a noteworthy observation is made
regarding the 4 f states of Pr. The 4 f states, governing the behavior of the electrons in the Pr
atom, exhibit a distinct difference based on their spin orientations. Specifically, those with
majority spins are partially occupied, indicating a degree of electron sharing within these
states. In contrast, the 4 f states with minority spins remain unoccupied and positioned
energetically above the Fermi level. This phenomenon can be explained by the antiparallel
coupling between the 4 f states of Pr and the 3d states of Fe. This result is in agreement
with that found by Trygg et al. [45] for GdFe12 and Liu et al. [46] for Gd(Co, Fe)12B6.

After local calculation of magnetic moment in the non-equivalent crystallographic iron
sites (8i, 8 f , 8j), we found that the total calculated magnetic moment is equal to 23.02 µB/ f .u.
when the local calculated magnetic moments are equal to 1.31 µB for the 2a site, −0.38 µB
for Ti(8i), and 2.53, 2.16, and 1.91µB for iron sites 8i, 8j, and 8 f , respectively. These
results give 〈µFe〉 = 2.12 µB. These values align remarkably well with the values deduced
from the weighted average hyperfine field, 〈µFe〉, obtained by refining the Mössbauer
spectra. This agreement is also reflected in the results of magnetic evaluations carried out
at lower temperatures.
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Figure 7. Partial density of states for PFT intermetallic compound.

3.4. Magnetocaloric Performance

To examine the performance of magnetocaloric materials, it is necessary to measure
magnetization as a function of the magnetic field at different temperatures around TC. We
measured isothermal magnetization M(µ0H, T) curves in a magnetic field range of 0 to
1.55 T, as shown in Figure 8 in the Curie temperature zone. We notice that as we approach
saturation and apply a small magnetic field, the magnetization at low temperature (T < TC)
increases significantly, meaning that our compound exhibits a ferromagnetic characteristic,
whereas when the magnetic field is applied, the magnetization rises slowly above TC,
indicating that our compound is in a paramagnetic state.

The reversibility of the magnetocaloric effect is a very important criterion from an
application point of view, and in this section, we use a commonly used method. Arrott plots
serve as a common tool for characterizing the ferro–paramagnetic transition in magnetic
materials. Through the extraction and examination of data from the M(µ0H, T) curves, a
set of Arrott curves has been generated, as depicted in Figure 9. These curves emphasize the
square of the magnetization, denoted as M2, in relation to the ratio µ0H/M. This approach
provides a comprehensive understanding of the transition’s dynamics.

Following Banerjee’s criterion, a pivotal aspect in evaluating the transition’s character-
istics is the steepness of the straight portions near the Arrott curve at the Curie temperature
TC and elevated magnetic field (µ0H) strengths: A negative slope of the curves indicates a
first-order transition, which is characterized by abrupt transitions between ferromagnetic
and paramagnetic states. A positive slope, on the other hand, suggests a second-order
transition, which is characterized by more consistent and gradual shifts in magnetic charac-
teristics as temperature or magnetic field change [47]. In the context of our sample, PrFe11Ti
compound, analysis of the Arrott diagrams clearly shows a positive slope in the transition
zone, reinforcing the hypothesis of a second-order phase transition.
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Figure 8. The isothermal magnetization curves as a function of the magnetic field. +10 K and +5 K
mean the temperature step between two successive isotherms in the heating process.
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Figure 9. Arrott plots (M2 vs. µ0H/M) for PFT compound measured at different temperatures.

The presence of ferromagnetic ordering around room temperature and the magnetic
softness of PrFe11Ti prompted us to assess its magnetocaloric characteristics. We used
an indirect method based on magnetization isotherms as a function of the magnetic field
applied for different temperatures using the Maxwell relation [48]:

∆SM(T, µ0∆H) =
∫ H

0
µ0

(
δM
δT

)
P,H

dH (3)
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Table 4. Values of applied magnetic field µ0∆H, Curie temperature TC, maximum of entropy variation
| − ∆Smax

M |, relative cooling power (RCP), and the temperature-averaged entropy change parameters
(TEC) of PrFe11Ti compared with other magnetic materials.

Sample µ0∆H TC −∆Smax
M RCP TEC TEC

µ0∆H Ref.
(T) (K) J/(kg·K) (J/kg) J(K·kg)−1 J(K·kg·T)−1

PrFe11Ti 0.5 545 1.1 23 1.1 2.2 This
1 1.9 48 1.9 1.9 work

1.5 2.5 70 2.44 1.6

GdFe6Al6 2 298 0.56 25 - - [4]

NdFe9.5Mo2.5 5 302 2.38 - - - [23]

NdFe11Ti 1.5 552 1.5 - - - [24]
SmFe10V2 1.5 603 1.6 - - -

GdFe10Cr2 1.5 580 1.82 10.5 - - [25]

ErFe9Mn3 1 312.5 0.7 - - - [26]
5 1.92 - - -

In fact, we used a computation software that relied on an integral rather than a sum-
mation to obtain the value of ∆SM at various fields and temperatures using the equation:

∆SM

(
T1 + T2

2

)
=

1
T1 − T2

×
(∫ Hmax

0
M(T2, µ0H)µ0dH −

∫ Hmax

0
M(T1, µ0H)µ0dH

)
(4)

In Figure 10, the temperature-dependent fluctuations in the magnetic entropy change
of the PFT compound are presented under varying external magnetic fields. The highest
∆SM value exhibited a consistent increase with the increasing magnetic field, reaching
a magnitude of 2.4 J·kg−1·K−1 for a magnetic field shift from 0 to 1.5 T. The computed
magnetic entropy change values for the present PrFe11Ti alloy surpass those reported in the
literature for refrigerant materials with a ThMn12-type structure. These comparisons are
summarized in Table 4, and it is worth noting that they operate within specific temperature
ranges. An essential consideration in the selection of magnetocaloric materials involves
the notion of relative cooling power (RCP), a parameter introduced by Gschneidner and
Pecharsky [10]. It quantifies the quantity of heat exchanged between the hot and cold
sides within an ideal refrigeration cycle, offering a valuable means to evaluate the overall
magnetocaloric efficiency. The calculation for this efficiency metric is as follows [16]:

RCP = | − ∆Smax
M | × δTFWHM (5)

where −∆Smax
M is the maximum of the magnetic entropy change and δTFWHM is the full

width at half maximum of the magnetic entropy.
It can be seen from Table 4 that the values obtained for RCP increase monotonically as the

field increases, and it was found to be 75 J·kg−1 under an applied magnetic field of 1.5 T, while
these values were quite comparable to those reported for other magnetocaloric materials.

In addition to refrigerant capacity (RCP), another crucial parameter for evaluating
the suitability of materials in magnetic refrigeration technologies is the temperature-
averaged entropy change (TEC). This supplementary performance metric, as introduced
by L. D. Griffith et al. [49], can be determined using magnetic entropy change data in the
subsequent manner:

TEC =
1

∆TH−C
max


Tmid+

∆TH−C
2∫

Tmid−
∆TH−C

2

|∆SM(T)|dT
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where ∆TH−C is characterized as the temperature range of the measuring device, signifying
the disparity between the hot and cold heat exchangers. The temperature value denoted by
Tmid corresponds to the midpoint of ∆TH−C, which optimizes the temperature-averaged
entropy change (TEC).
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Figure 10. Magnetic entropy change vs. temperature under several magnetic fields for PrFe11Ti compound.

In Table 4, we provide the temperature-averaged entropy change (TEC) values for the
PrFe11Ti compound. These values have been adjusted relative to the magnetic field strength for
ease of comparison, as the TEC values reported in previous studies do not correspond to the same
magnetic field strength. Based on these results, our compound demonstrates a normalized TEC
( TEC

∆µ0H ) that is comparable to that of Pr1.64Sm0.36Fe17 ( TEC
∆µ0H = 1.24 J(K·kg·T)−1) [21], approximately

three times higher than that of PrCo3Cu2 ( TEC
∆µ0H = 0.5 J(K·kg·T)−1) [50]. Our values are higher

than those of other compounds such as La0.8Ca0.05Na0.15MnO3 ( TEC
∆µ0H = 0.91 J(K·kg·T)−1) [51],

Pr0.5Eu0.1Sr0.4MnO3 ( TEC
∆µ0H = 0.89 J(K·kg·T)−1) [52], TmFe0.7Mn0.3O3 ( TEC

∆µ0H = 1 J(K·kg·T)−1)

[53], and Ho2CoMnO6 ( TEC
∆µ0H = 0.928 J(K·kg·T)−1) [54]. Over a wide temperature range, the

investigated compound exhibits a good magnetocaloric behavior.

4. Conclusions

To sum up, our study focused on synthesizing and characterizing polycrystalline
PrFe11Ti produced via the arc-melting technique. The compound exhibited a singular
tetragonal crystal structure, adhering to the space group I4/mmm. Magnetic assessment
showed a higher Curie temperature (TC), which might be related to a larger Fe–Fe ex-
change interaction (JFe−Fe). The preferred place for the Ti atom has been found as 8i. This
finding was bolstered by XRD, DFT, and additional Mössbauer spectrometry. The deter-
mined hyperfine field is closely in line with the experimental magnetic moment of iron,
derived from magnetization data. The results obtained from Mössbauer spectroscopy and
magnetization were strongly in agreement with ab initio calculations using the DFT formal-
ism. Furthermore, this study embarks on a pioneering exploration of the magnetocaloric
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properties of PrFe11Ti ternary compounds, contributing valuable insights to the field of
high-performance magnetic materials at high temperatures.
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